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conquerors. The old feudal-monarchical system which had
prevailed hi India for centimes thus collapsed andi gave place
to colonialism. This was undoubtedly a reactionary event,
but in the conditions which then prevailed in India and
abroad, it was inevitable. The reaction was indeed deep
and complete, for after the rebellion oij 1857 and until signs
of political resurgence became evident in the closing years of
the nineteenth century, even the desire for political indepen-
dence had practically vanished. History does not always
move forward according to a recognised pattern of evolution.
It sometimes takes a step backward before it moves forward.
And so it was in India. India in the eighteenth century
lapsed into colonialism, but colonialism by its very nature
set in motion forces for its own liquidation. It opened out
for India, hitherto isolated from the West, a window on the
then fast developing modern world. This window not only
exposed India to new influences of thought and culture, but
showed her the deep growing gulf that separated her from
the advancing West. It thus gave rise in India to the reali-
sation of her backwardness, and created the desire to catch
up with the West.
The gulf between India and the countries of Western
Europe was indeed broad and a growing one in the eighteen-
th and even the nineteenth century, for while India faced a
decline, the West witnessed a notable advance during the
period. The European Renaissance which marked the end!
of the Medieval Age had begun earlier, but the momen-
tum of renaissance thinking, introducing as it did the Age
of Reason, continued through the eighteenth and the nine-
teenth centuries. The period of French Illumination con-
tributed substantially to this movement in the eighteenth cen-
tury, and the French Revolution of 1789 swept away the

